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The earliest famous poetic description in European literature comes from Homer. In Book XVIII of The Iliad he 
describes the shield that Hephaestus, the divine smith, made for Achilles during the war of Troy.
This description starts a long and fruitful tradition of the s.c. ekphrasis (or ecphrasis) in poetry: a description of a 
work of art in a poem.
You can read the long description of the shield here.

Of course, the shield is imaginary, but based on 
the description it might have looked something 
like this.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12X_El6HvU15v8Q7tCs6MQuXc3NySREz7m6BY_nRzPgo/edit?usp=sharing


Another important ekphrastic text I want to bring to your attention comes from the Romantic period, but it 

thematically reaches back into antiquity – it is a poem by John Keats, the young English poet famous for his Odes, 

one of which is the “Ode on a Grecian Urn”. The poem deals with an ancient Greek urn, or vase.

Keats was not describing and existing vase, 

but rather an imagined ideal.

To give you an idea of what he imagined, here 

is a sketch of a Greek urn made by Keats 

himself (he traced it from an engraving).



Ode on a Grecian Urn 

John Keats





Volumes and volumes have been written on this poem. There have been critical debates and disagreements 
about virtually every line of it (the last two lines being a particularly rich source of controversy), but I want us to 
think about just  a few points.

• Note that the poem is in fact a dialogue between the speaker and the vase – or rather, it is the speaker’s 
address to the vase, which seems to reply in the last two lines of the poem. However, the interpretation of 
the last two lines has caused much controversy. Partly due to the fact that the position of the quotation 
marks is a matter of debate: there were no quotation marks in the orginal version of the poem, while the 
version published during Keats’s lifetime puts only “Beauty is truth, truth beauty” in quotation marks. Later 
editors mostly agree on the present form with the two last lines in quotation marks.

• A great part of the description of the vase consists of questions (the first and the fourth stanza in particular). 
What is the effect of these? How would the poem be different if straightforward description were used?

• Note the many negations in the second stanza (some ten of them in ten lines: unheard, not to the sensual 
ear, no tone, thou canst not leave, nor ever can, never, never canst, do not grieve, she cannot fade, thou hast 
not thy bliss). How do they relate to the questions? It is rather unusual to create a description using questions 
and negations, isn’t it? What kind of emotion do they create? 

• The word “happy” is repeated six (!) times in the third stanza. What do you think about such strong emphasis? 
The source of the alleged happiness is the eternal nature of the depicted scenes and people (stressed by the 
word “ever” repeated six times, too, in the stanza). 



• Think about the tension between silence and sound (the depicted musicians are playing pipes and 
timbrels or tambourines, but no sound is heard, of course, the vase is “a bride of quiteness”, etc.) and 
between dynamic movement and static eternity (the “wild pursuit” of the figures on the vase is perfectly 
static, captured on the vase forever).

• What is the atmosphere of the fourth stanza? Think about the image of the “little town” – it is not seen 
on the urn, the speaker imagines it only (he offers three different possible settings of the town he can’t 
see: by a river, by the sea, in the mountains); it is empty and silent “for evermore” because its inhabitants 
have left and have been captured (forever) on the urn. Logically, it is wrong – we know the real people 
would go back home regardless of the fact that they have been depicted in a picture. Art and life do not 
mix up in this way, but Keats suggests they do. Consider all the possible implication of this suggestion.

• And you can (and should, of course) think about the last stanza and the last lines, which have confused so 
many critics for so long – some of them think they spoil the poem (some of them think they redeem it)…
Does the final equation of beauty and truth relate to what was going on in the previous stanzas?



Keats’s poem hints at two mutually connected questions which became central for Modernist (or avant-

garde) poetry in the first decades of the 20th century (if you’re not sure about Modernism, please google 

it, there are plenty of online resources on the movement): 

• the question of the relationship between art and the external world

• the question of our abilities to understand and capture the external objects we see

While for the Romantics description in poetry usually leads to the speaker’s private meditation, there is 

an important tendency among modernist and later poets to return the description back to the things.

Modernists are turning away from the  Romantic subjectivity and egotism to focus their attention on 

things around them and to the description of them. The American poet William Carlos Williams summed 

the turn to things in his famous line “No ideas but in things”, another  American poet, Wallace Stevens, 

speaks about the “plain sense of things” and of “things as they are”.



At the same times, modernism is characterized by skepticism, a distrust of the ability of language to convey meaning 

in a straightforward way, a doubt about the possibility to know the world around us and to capture it in words. 

Rather than the thing itself, what comes into the centre of attention is the description of the thing, our attempt to 

capture the external world in words.

At the heart of many of modernist poems there is the fundamental realization that perfect description that would 

actually BE the thing described is impossible; description in poetry is a work of art, not a copy of the world, it is an 

autonomout entity, with a very complex and potentially problematic relationship to the object of the description.

In part IV of  his poem “Description Without Place” (1945) Wallace Stevens writes:





Think about these six lines defining description. What  do they say about the relationship between description and the 

thing described? Is there a hierarchy of the two?  

How does Stevens approach the classical concept of “mimesis” as the basis of art?

What does the word “revelation” suggest? What context does it come from?

In this passage, Stevens seems to be quite optimistic about art (about description): he denies the derivative, 

dependent nature of art, and in a very modernist way claims the autonomy of art, its “artificiality” and potential 

superiority over “life” (it is “intenser than any actual life could be”).

For many modernists the autonomy and independence of art from life is a source of its power, they are also often 

conscious about its limitations. It is great to accept the autonomy of art and play with it, enjoy it creatively (just think 

of the wildness and freedom of so much avant-garde poetry), but at the same time the autonomy easily draws us 

away from the things we wanted to focus on. Description may be a revelation, but it does not necessarily reveal the 

thing it describes.



When speaking about modernist lyric description it is impossible not to mention yet another American poet –

Marianne Moore, who is famous for her detailed and weird descriptions of animals, particularly strange animals.

Her poem “The Pangolin” from the 1930s deals with an animal which has only come to many people’s attention 

recently, as a possible source of the novel coronavirus (the link in the transmission of the virus from bats to 

humans). Despite this recent negative publicity, pangolins are fascinating animals for many reasons, and Moore –

who new them only from scientific books and articles – considered them a fit subject of a poem. The first part of 

the poem consists of a detailed description of the animal. 

It is great to read the poem without knowing anything about pangolins, but a picture is rather helpful. Learnig 

about pangolins’ way of life also helps one’s understanding of the poem.



from

[…]



These are only the first stanzas of the poem. You can read the whole thing here.

We cannot delve into the poem in much detail here. If you find it intriguing, there are several great critical readings and 

commentaries by some eminent scholars here.

Consider the relationship between art (poetry, visual art) and science in the language and style of the description. Is 

the language scientific, poetic? Does the register switch at points? What about the role of visual arts? How does the 

figure of Leonardo da Vinci relate to the art/science dichotomy? What does the tension (correlation?) between the two 

(art/science) say about our approaching the world around us?

Would Wallace Stevens’s thoughts on descritption as revelation and as an autonomous artificial thing apply to this 

poem? How?

Why does Marianne Moore write about a creature as weird and unusual as a pangolin? What is the effect on the 

reader? Why would one want to read a poem about such creature?

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WV7U-Mi-O86-3NMKorMc1FhoX-sbgX85
https://www.modernamericanpoetry.org/poem/pangolin-0


Modernists are very well aware of the questions and problems arising from the chasm between “art” and “life”, 

between the description and the described object, but they usually enjoy the power of the art to create artifacts 

independent of the model. In his famous poem “Arte poética” (1916), the Chilean avant-garde poet Vicente 

Huidobro says: “Why do you sing the rose, oh poets, make it bloom in the poem” – calling on the poets to create 

freely and independently (he also wrote a manifesto called “Non serviam!”, I will not serve, in which the poet 

refuses to be a blind servant to mother Nature).

However, some poets, especially later ones, grow doubtful about this independence and autonomy and ask 

questions about the responsibility towards the “life”, or, even more fundamentally, about the very possibility to 

cross the chasm between art and life.

An ethical question of this kind seems to be hidden behind one of the most beautiful descriptive poems in modern 

Irish poetry, Seamus Heaney’s “The Grauballe Man”.



The poem, written in 1970s, describes one of the “bog bodies”, the mummies of prehistoric people found in bogs (this 
particular one in Denmark).  You can read more on the mummy here.

https://www.moesgaardmuseum.dk/en/exhibitions/permanent-exhibitions/grauballe-man/




First, note the structure of the poem. It consists of twelve stanzas and may be divided into two halves of six 

stanzas each. The first half is the description per se – in great detail the mummified body is described. 

Note what means are used to describe the body: as if he had been poured in tar, a pillow of turf, a black river of 

himself, the grain of his wrist, like a bog oak, the ball of his heel, like a basalt egg, as a swan’s foot, his hips are 

a the ridge and purse of a mussel, his spine an eel, the chin is a visor, the vent of his slashed throat… The words 

in bold type are things to which the parts of the body are compared – they are actually not there, they are 

imagined, but it is them that build the poem, that carry the description on and give it all charm and power and 

beauty. Because the body – which is simply a dry corpse of a murdered man soaked in a bog long time ago (not a 

thing one would automatically consider beautiful or charming) – is described as an object full of charm and 

power and beauty.

To the extent that the seventh stanza actually questions the appropriatnes of the words “corpse” or “body”  to 

describe the object.



What about the speaker? Where is he? Not present at all in the first six stanzas, as if the body of the Grauballe 
man was right in front of us. Then the questions change the tone and the perspective, they implicitly introduce 
the observer, who actually finally appears at the end of the eighth stanza as “I”. We learn that what we see is not 
the body, but the “perfected” memory of a photograph seen by the poet.

In the last two stanzas we have moved from the image of the body to the speaker’s memory, where the body 
lies in a very different context than the original bog or museum. 

Think of the two new images introduced in the last two stanzas. The Dying Gaul (a marble Ancient Roman 
statue,  see bellow) and “each hooded victim, slashed and dumped”.

Now, as we saw in our talk on elegy, with some poems it is necessary to know the context. Like Longley’s “The 
Ice-Cream Man”, this poem was written in the time of The Troubles in Northern Ireland and the “hooded 
victims” are a direct and explicit reference to the sectarian violence that was going on then.

Heaney contrasts a beautiful piece of art depicting death (the Dying Gaul, who is perhaps too perfectly arranged 
on his shield) with the real atrocity of the actual brutal murders. What does art do with death? Is creating beauty 
and appropriate reaction to the atrocity of violent death? How does the contrast at the end of the poem relate 
to the description of the Grauballe man? What is Heaney saying about poetry and art in the face of inexplicable 
violence? What is the relation of art and life here?





The American poet Elizabeth Bishop, who wrote the following poem, is another master of modern description

in poetry. The poem called “Poem” is about a painting – it is an ekphrastic poem –but it is also very much about

art and life. In this case the painting is a real one, done by the poet’s great-uncle and given to her by a relative

at some point. Looking at the tiny picture she realizes that she knows the place depicted in it – it’s the Canadian

village where she grew up (and where the great-uncle grew up, too, a generation before her).







Just a few small hints for you:

Think about the complex set of relationships between the poem, the picture, the  landscape and the 
memory.

Consider the line “Heavens, I recognize the place, I know it!” How does it change the tone and the pace of 
the description?

What is the descriptive strategy in this poem (in The Grauballe Man, the object was described primarily by 
similes – what is the description based on here)?

What is the role of the many  concrete details in the poem? The names?

In Ode on a Grecian Urn we saw the traditional theme of the passing of time as opposed to the eternity of 
art (“ars longa, vita brevis” the Latin saying goes) – how does Bishop’s poem deal with it?














